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Calm and peaceful heaven for a mouse like me with quiet by the lease full
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Full Score
Pets are banned and properties too and no solicitation a window seat with garden view

D6 Em7 A7 D6 Fº Em7 A7 D6 Em7 A7
Tempo primo
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Say it isn't so not the flat below
Full Score

from an opera wanna be in Ga ma nie of some can ta Wag ner Ring and Tra vi na Ah Gm7 C7 C pizz. arco mf mp mf pizz. div. pizz. C7 C

Voice

Pno.
My first night

D Allegro (Tempo primo)
I'll put it up with my self a cup of tea.

Cm7 C7 F6 F©º Gm7 C7/-9 F6 Gmsus4 C6 F6

Gm7 C7 F5 F5 C7/9 F5 Cm7 C9 F5
Half past eight not a peep except the clock tick tock

Now I lay me down to sleep

Voices:

A11 D9 Em7 A7 D9 F9 Em7 A7 D9

Other instruments:

Flutes, oboes, clarinets, bells, strings, and percussion.
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Allegro (Tempo primo)

Now the girl upstairs wakes me up.
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